(2) af u,(t) = fl , u,(t) = f2 + t '-& .
Since we may choose fl E L2(-a,=) such that I+ 9 L2, the system (1) fails to be well-posed over L2" Nevertheless, on the closed subspace normed by (3) lbl12 = / lull2 + 121' + Iu, I2
we no longer lose a derivative, and (1) becomes well-posed; in fact, --_
lb(t) I I 5 (1 + t GG + $)1'2 l\f 11 5 etj2 llfll .
What we want is to associate with more general systems such a sub-I sp,acet maximal in a certain sense, over which the problem is well-posed.
Without the maximality requirement, this question has been treated independently by Birkhoff and others (see [l] ).
. After Fourier transformation, a linear differential (or pseudodifferential) system with constant coefficients looks like 
Ib(t)llH <, '?ifll, for all t > 0 and all initial data f, Solving (5), this can be made more explicit:
ew4t H(w) eP(co)t 5 e2& H(o) .
Differentiating at t = 0, we come to a still simpler equivalent condition; for almost all 03,
H(o) P(w) + p"(w) H(w) 5 &H(U) L (To recover (8)' post-multiply by exp(P(o3) -a)t, pre-multiply by its adjoint, and integrate.) In the example described by (1) and (3), for instance, the condition (9) becomes (10)
Our definition (7) is stronger than the usual one, which permits a constant factor M on the right side. Nothing is changed, however, since if (5) is well-posed in this wea,ker sense with respect to I'
there is an equivalent norm H2 such that (7) holds on L2(5) = L2(Hl)# This follows from Theorem III below, and in fact it is the chief result of the Kreiss theorems which our work extends, It is no trouble to bound Q! from below. If some P(U) has the eigenvalue h with eigenvector v, we must have from (9) 
Reh<a.
Therefore a is not less than (12) CY = sup Re hj(P(o)) , wj .
and we must impose on the symbol P the Petrowsky-Gxrding condition CJ -< 43. Subtracting a constant multiple of the identity, we shall in fact suppose 0 < 0. Now fixing Q = 0, there is no doubt that we can construct H(o) to satisfy (F),, The delicate problem is to keep H as small as possible; this we achieve, up to a constant depending only on the order m, in Theorem III. The corresponding space L2(H) is consequently maximal; its norm is weaker than that of any L2(H') over which (5) is well-posed.
The theory of partial difference operators leads to a closely related matrix problem, In place of (5) we have
The %( ) 0 are called amplification matrices; we don't want to discuss such systems fully, but we need to explain that the time-step k ranges over some interval 0 C k < kg* The analogue of (g), equivalent to the condition (7) on L2(H& is simply
Again there is a lower bound on QI namely (15) 6' = sup 9 j,k k 0
Therefore we impose on (13) the von Neumann condition 0' < % By a simple manipulation, we may achieve CJ' < 0 and fix a = 0 as before@ Thus our two matrix problems can be very concisely stated: given suitable P and A, to construct two corresponding matrices H > I as 'small as possible so that HP+ l=HLO and A*HA < H , respectively, Since the second problem is perhaps the more familiar, and its solution leads to a solution of the first, it will be treated in full detail, We need the definitions 6, 7] to the Nagy conjecture.
2, In this section we establish the first three implications in Theorem I* These are easy steps, valid also for operators on Hilbert space. To show that ii) implies iii), we compute 
I I
Sd-is diagonal,
-.
Proof P From iv) it is clear that no eigenvalue lies outside the unit circle, so PW 5 1, Although (18) admit s repeated eigenvalues of modulus one, suppose for the present that the eigenvalues are distinct, Then we construct the projections
--.
Applying Li to the eigenvectors vltWe*,v , m we find L.v. = 6..v =J =J j' so there are the standard identities 
From (20) and (21) To prove H 2 I we need only (21) and the Schwarz inequality: lv12 = 11 Liv12 <rnz ILiv12 = (Hv,v) .
. .
From (22)'
(Hv,v) 5 m2 max IL~vJ~ , and the crucial estimate is that of I I
We use the resolvent condition in the most natural way, by expanding
Li = 2 bik(zkI-A)-l s k=l
We shall choose zk = l/5;,; if 1~~1 is 0 or 1, then it is no longer true that 1 < lzkl < ~0, and a simple limiting argument is required in what follows, To compute the bik, apply (26) to the eigenvectors; for each i,
Solving this system, we get
For any distinct i and j, Let us number the eigenvalues so that hl,...,hN are distinct, and the rest are duplicates of these. Then instead of (19) we want (20) to (32), the first part of the proof continues to hold. In place of (35) and ( Let us suppose that
p(A) < 1 and hi and remove this hypothesis later by a continuity argument.
We want to associate with each cluster several matrices from which to construct H. Given the cluster %I!' let ha be the eigenvalue of (26)' and then apply iv). Unfortunately, the choice of the zk has to be more complicated than it was there, and the consequent algebra is a sorry mess. Therefore we adopt i more economical alternative; with some minor refinements, the estimates we need can be lifted from those made by Morton [3] . We denote his equations by an added asterisk.
Morton's final result is 
and also when n > 0,
Now we introduce one more matrix associated with Ca: 
(hi-'a>
Since each hi E Ca is connected to ha by a chain with fewer than m links,
Thus for all i, Using only (64) and (66), we will obtain the required bound (70); this result may have some independent interest. Looking a second time at Morton's argument, we put all the 1-1. 1 into one cluster, so his X s 1. .
Denoting by Dp a divided difference formed at some p + 1 of the points p i, (11%) becomes IDp(Z">I <, n'($,"-" s Carrying out the contour integration (lb*) over Z, and applying (64)' As E +O, some subsequence of H E converges by compactness to an H L I' and taking the limit in (74) gives v).
5.
In this section, we establish the italicized statement about S which follows Theorem I. Again we start by assuming (43)' and we recall the left eigenvectors rk defined in (33). Suppose we now number the , eigenvalues in the order that they fall into clusters, and let C 1 -contain A 1' hq* l ... Again we must circumvent (43). Recall that the sequence Ae +A led to a subsequence He +H; for each He we have seen how to construct S E' and taking a further subsequence, we get SE + S, where . s*s = H. Unless (43) is violated by a repeated eigenvalue of modulus one, the clusters for Ae and A coincide for small es Therefore the limit matrix S gives an A' = SAS-l with the right properties.
We want to prove that
In case A has a repeated eigenvalue with Jhj( = 1, we still know A' is upper triangular and IA'I = 1; but from this the off-diagonal entries in the rows containing h. J must vanish, and once more A' is all right.
It is worth remarking that in v), H and S cannot be made continuous functions of A. The family 22 A = 7 3 7 real satisfies iv) with some c(v) independent of 7. Since the eigenvalues of A 7 have modulus one, A 7 must be diagonal with respect to H to 7 satisfy AT H7A7 < H o However, -7 one of the eigenvectors of A is 7 discontinuous at 7 = 0, from which one easily verifies that H is 7 too. In Theorem III, the step iii') => iv') involves the Laplace transform in place of the power series in'(lq): 
As k +=, some subsequence 5s converges to a limit E 2 I, with 3 (97) (iiv,v)1~2 31
Expanding ( On this contour it is easy to bound z by Re hQ: and Im $.
To make the identification fT = H, we want to match the clusters % derived from P with the clusters CQI derived from e p/k k A ii large, Clearly Aa of maximum real part corresponds to e cd of -maximum modulus, and also the ratios which arise in forming clusters satisfy
Re Aa as k+= . and also exclude the possibility that the limiting ratio in (100) is one,
28
With these exceptions,
Li +Ga! = c Li
and E = lim % = H, In the excluded cases, as in the case when (81) fails, the proper estimate for (Hv,v) follows by a continuity argument.
Repeating the proof in Section 5, we can describe a further property of H: --, For some S with S*S = H, P' E SPS-' is upper triangular, with Pi. 13 = 0 unless hi and h. are in the same cluster C' and 3 cl' min (-Re h.,-Re Xj). 1
There is one additional consequence of our method of proof which is significant in the applications to partial differential equations:
The conclusions in v) and v') may be changed to .
H and HP + PnH 5 f%(P)H , where 0 5 8 < 2 and the constants K and K' depend on 8 as well as m.
It follows that our space L2(H), over which (5) is to be wellposed, does not depend on the constant multiple of the identity which was subtracted in order to make CJ < 0. In other words, the minimal renorming families H(O) used to achieve (7) are equivalent for any two choices ~1: > 0'. Now the last step in Theorem I yields v"),
We leave to the reader the exponential analogue of Theorem V, which arises naturally in the attempt to take O! = CT i-1 (7)* When equality is
